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Plato's Love Epigrams 
Walther Ludwig 

FROM 'AptaTL7T7rO~, 7T€P'L 7Ta'\aux~ TPVcpij~, Diogenes Laertius has in
serted in his Plato biography eight epigrams, said to be composed 
by Plato himself.! Beside the famous commemorative epigram 

to his departed friend Dion there are six erotic epigrams, in which 
Agathon, Alexis and Phaidros, Xanthippe, the courtesan Archeanassa, 
and a certain Aster are the objects of his love. A funeral epigram to 
Aster is joined to the erotikon written to him. If it is true that these 
erotic epigrams are Platonic, the philosopher would be for us the 
earliest representative or even the inventor of the erotic epigram, a 
poetic genus which, as we know from the Anthologia Palatina, 
flourished during the Hellenistic period. The problem of the Platonic 
authorship of these epigrams is, therefore, not only interesting for our 
conception of Plato, but it is also important for our idea of the develop
ment of Greek epigrammatic and love poetry. 

During the last century and the beginning of the twentieth, there 
were doubts concerning Plato's authorship.2 Today, however, the 
epigrams are generally looked upon as genuinely Platonic. U. von 
Wilamowitz and C. M. Bowra decidedly argued this view.3 Others 
have regarded the question as insoluble. I shall attempt to show that 
there are convincing reasons to assume that these epigrams (with the 
exception of the Dion epigram) are not composed by Plato, but that 

* This paper was given as a public lecture at Columbia University 22 March 1963. 
1 See D.L. 3.29-32. The source of the three following epigrams (3.33) is, as R. Reitzen

stein, Epigramm und Skolion (Giefien 1893) 182f, and "Platos Epigramme," NGG 1921, 53f, 
has shown, not Aristippos, but another, later one. There is no need here to discuss these 
and the other epigrams ascribed to Plato in the Anthologia Palatina or elsewhere (con
veniently collected in E. Diehl, Anthologia Lyrica Graeca fasc. 13 [Leipzig 1954] 102ft} It is 
evident and generally accepted that most of these are false attributions. In any case, there 
are no subjective, erotic epigrams among them comparable in any way with the Aristippos 
collection. The Aristippos epigrams have entered AP through D.L., not Meleager: see R. 
Weisshauptl, Die Grabgedichte d. gr. Anthologie (Wien 1869) 36ff. 

2 See Bergk, PLG II4, 295ff, and most important R. Reitzenstein (n.1 supra). 
3 See generally H. Leisegang, RE 20.2, 2535ff; U. von Wilamowitz, Platon I (Berlin 1919), 

passim, Hellenistische Dichtung I (Berlin 1924) 131 (but cf nn. 27 and 47 infra); C. M. Bowra, 
AJP 59 (1938) 395ff (=Problems in Greek Poetry [Oxford 1953] 126ff), cf H. Lloyd-Jones,JHS 
75 (1955) 159. 
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they have been written probably in the third century B.C. and have 
then been falsely ascribed to him. 

First of all, to show the literary context of these epigrams, we must 
provide a short survey of the development which led to the erotic 
epigram of Hellenistic times. 

As early as the seventh century B.C., as far as we know, there were 
elegies being recited at the symposia of the Greeks. The topics of 
these poems included anything that concerned the assembled guests 
either in their private or public life. They covered politics and moral
ity as well as the pleasures of wine and love. We are able to trace the 
development of form and topics from the seventh to the fifth century 
through the fragments of Archilochos, Mimnermos, and Solon, by 
the Theognis collection, and finally by the few remains of Xenophanes, 
Ion, Dionysios, Euenos, and Kritias. During the fifth century the 
Greeks seem to have confined themselves in their sympotic elegies 
more and more to themes of lighter convivial entertainment. The 
elegiac distich was well suited for the brief poems which the members 
of a symposium, as a playful contest, recited in turn for their mutual 
entertainment. It was possible to recite famous, old elegies, or parts 
of the:rn, or to i:rnprovise so:rne si:rnple verses. For all this there was 

no need of great poetic skill. Thus the elegy consisting of a few verses 
became more and more the conventional vehicle for dilettante 
compositions. If we set apart the so-called Platonic erotic epigrams, we 
do not find any poetic genius from the fifth until the fourth century 
who made an attempt to raise the short sympotic elegy to a higher 
level of art. Nobody used it more than occasionally. After the close of 
the fifth century our tradition ends. 

In the transition from the fourth to the third century, however, 
there began a new poetic movement in Ionia, the center of which soon 
was transferred to Alexandria. Its leader was Asklepiades of Samos; 
his most important follower in the next generation, Kallimachos. 
Now sympotic poetry composed in short elegies was revived and 
brought to an artistic perfection that had never before been attained. 
This new poetic form was cultivated in small esoteric circles. These 
poets aspired, as Hedylos once remarked, to compose a V€OV Kat. 
f.L€I\,xPov Kat 1\€7TTOV E7TOS 7Tap' oivov, that is a new, honey-sweet, and 
polished poem, intended originally for the entertainment of friends 
assembled at a symposion, later on for circulation in published 
books. Monarchy restricted people to their private lives; and political 
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topics were not revived in their poetry. Serious philosophical ideas 
were not suited for the light atmosphere of these Tra{yv£fx. Erotic 
motives consequently became the more important. The poets des
cribed sensitively the pain and happiness of love and examined with 
irony their own feelings. They enjoyed varying their love theme in all 
forms. 

These short sympotic and erotic poems, which consisted of only a 
few elegiac distichs, were called epigrams, because the conception of 
the epigram, which originally had embraced only true epigrams, sc. 
sepulchral and dedicatory inscriptions, had meanwhile been extended 
so far that it included not only all real and fictitious versified in
scriptions, generally, not always composed in elegiac distichs, but also 
the other poems consisting of one or several distichs. It would be too 
long and irrelevant to describe this process in detail here. 

The characteristic difference between the new erotic epigram and 
the short sympotic elegy of former times is the new interest in the 
poetical form. The artistic perfection, reached by Asklepiades and his 
followers may best be seen, if we look at a short elegy of the Theognis 
collection, which in its subject matter resembles the erotic epigrams 
of Hellenistic times (vv. 1345ff): 

IIatoo1>t"ELv 0; 'TL TEPTrVOV, €TrE{ TrOTE Ka~ ravvf1:lJoov~ 
" 'TT'~ '()' Q " TJpaTO Kat npOVLoTJS, a avaTWV ('JaaLI\EV~, 

r 'c. ~., "0' ' , '''(j apTra<;;as ° E~ I\Vfl-TrOV aV7JyaYE Kat fl-LV E TJK€V 
~, ~/"(j"'" oatfl-0va TraLOELTJS av os EXOVT EpaTov. 

" '(j' r '{"'! I~" " OVTW fLTJ aVfLa."E, L.!LfLWVLOTJ, OVVEKa KaYW 
'c. ..I.. I ,~~ ,,, <;:- I 

ES E'f'aV7]V Kal\OV TraLOO~ EPW'TL oafl-EL~. 

The motif of justifying passionate love by referring to a love adventure 
of Zeus is also to be found in Asklepiadean epigrams, and once 
Asklepiades declares also that love is a sweet thing CAP 5.64, 167, 169). 
But he never writes in so lengthy and exuberant a way. He never 
retells the myth at full length, but confines himself to the leading 
details. He would have cut and trimmed everywhere and would have 
composed the whole poem in a tighter, more pointed manner. He 
would have avoided formulaic phrases and padded lines. He would 
have adjusted his expression in a flexible way to the modulations of 
thought and mood, and he would perhaps have sought to transform 
the whole into one short dramatic scene. These epigrams of Askle
piades were heard and read during the third century with enthusiastic 
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admiration and were imitated by such poets as Poseidippos, Hedylos, 
Kallimachos, Dioskorides, and Rhianos. 

When we now, after this short survey, return to the erotic epi
grams preserved by Diogenes Laertius under Plato's name, we are 
astonished to notice that these poems are composed in quite the same 
style as the Hellenistic erotic epigram and that they, which are 
alleged to have been composed during the transition from the fifth 
to the fourth century, are based substantially on a literary develop
ment which was not to take place, as far as we know, before ca. 300 B.C. 

There exists nothing like these poems in Plato's time, nor indeed have 
they had imitators immediately after Plato. And, furthermore, about 
one hundred years later, Asklepiades does not know them but 
rather seems to have created the erotic epigram in a new way. His 
epigrams partly show forms that are demonstrably simpler than 
those of the so-called Platonic epigrams. Indeed no trace of influence 
by these "Platonic" epigrams is discernible before Dioskorides, who 
lived in the second half of the third century. If the so-called Platonic 
erotic epigrams had really been composed by Plato, they would 
destroy the apparent logic of the literary development-after the 
seventh and sixth centuries, decline in the fifth and fourth, then ca. 
300, the revival with Asklepiades. This fact at the start necessarily 
makes us suspicious about the tradition ascribing these love epigrams 
to plato. 

Let us now investigate the several epigrams in question. Concerning 
Aristippos' book 'TT£p~ 'TTCX'\CXUXS" TPVcP-ryS", from which (probably through 
an intermediate source) Diogenes Laertius takes them, it is possible 
to make several statements.4 It must have been written between the 
second half of the third and the first century B.C.; and contained 
scandalous revelations about the private lives of famous statesmen, 
philosophers, and poets of the past. The author's habit was to de
fame persons famed for their moral integrity and to attribute TPVcP~ 
and all kinds of love affairs to them. For this purpose he did not 
eschew calumny. It was this man who adduced the epigrams alleged 
to be written by Plato, in order to convict the philosopher of varied 
love affairs. 

« See U. von Wilamowitz, "Antigonos von Karystos," Phil. Unters. 9 (Berlin 1886) 48ff; 
R. Reitzenstein, NGG, 53; L. Radermacher, RhM 91 (1942) 181ff. Our Aristippos is not a 
philosopher from Kyrene (RE 2.902, s.v. 8; 906, s.vv. 9 and 10). The name may be assumed 
or a personage otherwise unknown. Certainty is not attainable, and in this paper he will 
be called Aristippos. 
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The Dion epigram, however, must be set apart. It is not an erotic 
epigram composed in Hellenistic style, but a commemorative one 
to a deceased friend, its form already possible in an earlier time.5 In 
their interpretations of the poem Bowra and Herter have succeeded 
in showing its correspondence to ideas expressed in Plato's dialogues 
and letters.6 Therefore, there is no reason for us to regard this poem 
as not composed by Plato. It is easily imaginable that it was (together 
with some other material from the Academy) early inserted into the 
Dion biographies. From there it is most likely to have reached 
Aristippos. The author referred to it because of its final verse cL €fLOV 

€KfL~Vas (JVfLoV €pwn L1twv, which he seems to have taken as proof of a 
normal homosexual affair between the philosopher and Dion. He 
never considered that here the term EPWS recalls rather those emo
tions which plato described in Symposion and Phaidros as characteristic 
signs of philosophical EpW~.7 

To accept the Dion epigram as authentically Platonic does not 
require us to believe that Plato was also the author of the erotic 
epigrams. Aristippos, who in the case of the Dion epigram tenden
tiously interpreted the sense of verses composed by Plato, did not even 
hesitate to alter phrases of a well-known epigram written by Askle
piades, and subsequently assert that its author was plato. The text in 
point is the Archeanassa epigram preserved for us by Meleager in his 
Stephanos, a sepulchral epigram composed by Asklepiades in the 
following form (AP 7.217): 

'A' " '_R' T? \ ,/,. ~ t, PXEavaaaav EXW, TaV' EK nOI\0'f'WVOS ETatpaV, 
l' '" t'~ t \ , "Y '''E 
a~ Kat E7TL PVTLOWV 0 YI\VKVS E",ET PWS' 

l' 9 ' "(3 "e ' ~ '.1. ' , a~ VEOV TJ TJ~ av O~ a7ToopE'f'aVTES, EpaaTaL 

7TPWT6(3o'\0£,10 St' oaa~ ijMETE 7TvpKa[fjs. 

5 See H. Herter, RhM 92 (1944) 298; W. Peek, Griech. Vers-Inschriften I (Berlin 1955) 420ff. 
6 See C. M. Bowra, op. cit.; H. Herter, op.cit., 289ff. 
7 See esp. Symp. 209a, Phdr. 253c and R. Lagerborg, Platonische Liebe (Leipzig 1926) passim. 
8 The epigram in P (throughout I use Stadtmiiller's sigla) has Doric forms (ef the same 

author's epitaph for Ajax at AP 7.145): v. 1 "T(XV P; v. 2 as P PI; v. 3 as AC1 ; v. 4 SLaaas Aae 
SL' Jaas conj. Brunck. Therefore consistency would require Stadtmiiller's suggested 1j[3as 
and Brunck's TrVPKariiS (followed by Reitzenstein), but there is the pOSSibility of Homerisms 
(ef D. L. Page, Aleman: the Partheneion [Oxford 1951] 162). Certainty is not attainable; 
I print with MSS. 1jfi"7s and TrVpKarfj,. 

9 In v. 3 all editors print Ii following C2 • But C1 has as (as A). The ~v of plan. derives from 
this form. With its repeated relative pronoun Antipater's imitation suggests a second as in 
the version of Asklepiades (AP 7.218: Aata' EXw, TrOALfjTLV aAL~~voLO Kop{v8ov, .•• , ~c/>' fi· .. , 
~s Kal •.. , ~s ... , ~s Em ... ). Cf R. Reitzenstein, NGG, 54f. a belongs to the "Platonic" 
version a SELAot, Vfi6TTJTOS aTrCCVT"ljaaVTfis ~KdV'rJs TrPWTOTrA6ov, which C2 introduced to the text 
of Asklepiades. Jacobs first combined the two versions into a V€OV. 

10 In v. 4 all editors and critics have printed TrpwTo[36Aov of Stadtmiiller's PiPe. It could 
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In modern times, however, this epigram was often assumed to be 
not an epitaph, but an erotikon written about a living courtesan. 
Brunck for the first time advanced this view, to be approved by 
Jacobs; and later Wilamowitz agreed. Knauer and Beckby followed. ll 
The reason for uncertainty is the elision in E~E7"'. The verb may be 
understood as imperfect or present.12 According to the decision, the 
epigram is a poem about a departed courtesan or about one still 
living. Surely E~ET' must be read as imperfect and the epigram be
comes sepulchral. The reasoning follows. 

Antipater of Sidon, a contemporary of Meleager, understood the 
epigram as an epitaph and tried to better it by writing a sepulchral 
epigram for the Corinthian courtesan Lais CAP 7.218). Meleager 
added Antipater's poems to his collection and it is perfectly probable 
that it was he who placed these two epigrams together as we find 
them in the Anthologia Palatina,13 We must therefore assume that he 
also regarded the Asklepiadean epigram as an epitaph. 

Why do the majority of modern interpreters in spite of this ancient 
testimony believe that it was an erotikon ? The words' ApXE&v<xaa<xv lxw 
might be understood in an erotic sense.14 But there is doubt. Would 
Asklepiades have chosen the crude term lxw for such a statement in 
the first person? Whenever he represents himself in his poems as a 
lover, he never appears at the moment in which he possesses a 
woman. His epigrams written in the first person normally show him 
courting or lonesome, unhappy or deserted. They reveal his im
petuous, passionate love or are a confession where he describes 

only be taken with as. Even this would be intolerable. Aac and Plan. have 'TTpwTo{36AOt. The 
accent is wrong. One must read 'TTpwT6{3oAm. The proparoxytone (unknown to Chandler2 
464) occurs with passive meaning in Eur. Tr. 1068 as epithet of a mountain peak that is 
first to be struck by the rays of the sun ({3oAat ~>.tov). In our case the lovers addressed are 
those first to be "struck" by love for Archeanassa (cf AP 5.188.Z [Leon. Tar.] (3'{3Arll.J.at €IC 
8oAlov lC'paos). For the emphatic position of the adjective cf E. Norden. Aeneis VI, 399f; 
AP 5.185,3f; z03,5f (both Ascl.); 7.Z18,5ff (Antip.Sid.), which reads in imitation of Askle
piades: €</>' ii p.VTJ~P£> ayavot / 'TTAdov£s ~ •.• / 8P£'TrT6p.£vot ..• One must literally trans
late: "Having plucked whose fresh blossom of youth, 0 lovers who were first struck, 
through how great a flame have you come!" 

11 See U. von Wilamowitz, Hellenistische Dichtung II, 116; O. Knauer. Die Epigramme des 
Asklepiades von Samos (Diss. Tiibingen 1935) ad loc.; H. Beckby. Anthologia Graeca II (Munich 
1957) ad loc.; Stadtmiiller ad loc. implies an epitaph by citing AP 7.zb, followed by P. 
Waltz, Anthologie Grecque IV (Paris 1960) 149 n.z. who, however, provides no reasons. 

12 For Asklepiadean elision of verbal -at cf AP 5.162,3. 

18 See A. Wifstrand. Studien zur griechischen Anthologie (Lund-Leipzig 1927) 14ff. 
U Cf e.g., PMG, Carm.Conv. 904.2: lCayw 'TTaL8a lCaA~v ~v p.€V EXW, T~V /)' Epap.at Aap£Lv, 

Asklep. in AP 5.158,4 (a courtesan is speaking): p.~ AV7TTJ8fjs, ifv TtS E)([) p.' £T£pOS. 
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himself as being hurt, deeply wounded, or captured.15 If we under
stand 'ApXEavauuav €XW as words said by a lover they would differ 
from a characteristic feature of all the other Asklepiadean epigrams 
written in the first person. On the other hand this expression fits very 
well into the pattern of an epitaph. Besides the forms Tav 8EtVa €XE~ 
( KaT€XE£, KaAv7TTE£, KpV7TTE£) TVfLf30s (Tex¢>os, yata, XOwv) we often read 
such an expression as Tav OELva €xw.16 Moreover, the indication of 
origin and profession and the praise which in the next verse is added 
by means of a relative sentence well suit a sepulchral epigram. 

But above all it is because of the second distich that the epigram has 
again and again been interpreted as an erotikon. Knauer says: HDer 
Schlufigedanke ist, vom monumentum gesprochen, undenkbar." 
This is simply not rightP If the personified tomb is able to speak in 
the first person, there is no reason not to make it say the final sentence 
as well. In the summary of the courtesan's life, the praise of her former 
beauty is perfectly fitting. Here it appears in the form of an address 
to her former lovers. Not rarely sepulchral epigrams end with 
addresses. There is therefore no objection to the view that it is an 
epitaph. Indeed, it seems a bit tasteless to make a lover who, a 
moment before, was about to praise his happiness in love, declare 
that the courtesan's former lovers had passed through an incom
parably greater flame. 

of course, the epigram was never intended for the actual tomb of 
the Kolophonian courtesan. It belongs to the genre of fictitious 
sepulchral epigrams and its composition by Asklepiades was a literary 
paignion, just as later on Antipater, referring to this model, wrote an 
epitaph for Lais, another celebrated denizen of the demi-monde of 
the fourth century. 

If we now return to Aristippos, we find the epigram in the following 
form: 

'A I " "T7\,/..~ • I PXEavauuav EXW, 'T7}V EK .n.OIlO'!-'WVOS ETa£pav, 
'i' '" r'~ ,,, "E TjS Kat E7Tt pvnuwv 7TtKpOS E7TEUT£V pWS. 

'i"c;::. \ I I ,. I " a UE£IlOt, VE0'TTjTOS a7TavTTjuavTES EKE£VTjS 

7TPWT07T,\6ov, Q£' OU7]S 1j,\OETE 7TvpKa'ifjs. 

15 In AP 5.158 the love scene depicted by him is used as background for the main theme, 
the faithlessness of the courtesans; in AP 5.169 he praises generally the joy oflove, but he 
neither introduces himself as a happy lover, nor uses a frank term like ;xw. 

16 See W. Peek, op.cit., nos. 505, 585ff, 591, 593, 767, 789; AP 7.2b, 218. 
17 Whether or not we read as in v. 3 or with Knauer a. 
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The Doric forms are removed.Is In the place of J YAVKVS' ;~€T' "EpwS' 
we read 7T'tKp6S' E7T€UnV "EpWS',!9 and thus instead of a sepulchral we 
have an erotic epigram. The greatest difference is at vv. 3f, which 
translate thus: "Alas, poor fellows, you who met with the youth of 
that woman when she made her first voyage."20 The other verses are 
identical. It is evident that the two versions were not composed 
independently. The author of one version must have closely followed 
the other. Bowra supposed that plato was the real author of the 
erotikon. In imitation of this, he argues, Asklepiades, later on, com
posed the epitymbion for the same courtesan. This hypothesis, however, 
may be proved false through a close comparison of the two versions. 

In v. 2 Asklepiades extended the image of Eros sitting on the 
smooth cheeks of a girl-a famous image known from earlier poetry21 
-with the idea that Eros sat even on the wrinkles of the aged Archean
assa. He applied to Eros the traditional adjective YAVKVS' without 
intending a special new point in this verse. Eros sitting on the cheeks 
is by nature sweet and tempting. It is just this YAVKVS' which the 
author of the "Platonic" version sought to enhance. Asklepiades had 
used only one aspect of the famous yAVKtymKp0S' "Epws of Sappho: 
"Archean ass a was still of a tempting sweetness even though she had 
grown old." The opposite aspect makes the power of Archeanassa's 
beauty even greater and more effective: "She can even make a man 
suffer the pains of love." The epithet 7T'tKpOS provides a further point. 
It can only be interpreted as replacing an earlier yAVKVS. This in
tentional elaboration, on the other hand, impairs the original natural
ness of the image. For although Archeanassa herself may make a 
man suffer the pains of love, these pains, strictly, do not spring 
primarily from her cheeks, which rather emit a sweet, seductive 
charm. Further, the verb E~€TO is undoubtedly more vivid (we see 

18 The dialect has become Attic, if we read 7TVpl<a;;fj<; as a Homerism. But also the Ionic 
form iTatp"lv is not impossible (v. 1 iTatp"lV Athen. [with PPC, Su.], iTatpav Diog. [with pac, 
Plan.]). Some uncertainty remains; compare n.8 supra. 

19 Reitzenstein, NGG, 55, has cogently argued that for the original version of Aristippos 
the variant 7Ttl<po<; €7T£CT7W which Athen. 13.589c preserves, must be preferred to D.L:s 
;'ETO OPLfLv" which in the manuscript he used seems to have been interpolated under the 
influence of the Asklepiadean version. 

20 Reitzenstein, NGG, 56, believed a7TaVT~aaVTE<; to be corrupt because there is no parallel 
for a7TaVTav TLVO,. His conjecture &1TafL~uaVTEs, however, is not convincing. It seems better 
to accept the MSS. a7T(wraw here takes the genitive on the analogy of the simplex aVTaw, 
which is often combined with a gen. Tei (e.g., II. 7.158, Od. 3.44). 

21 Cf Sappho 112 LP €po<; o· £7T' LP.tPTltJ I<tXVTaL 7TpoaifJ7T<p, Phryn. 13 N2 >..ap.7r€L o· £7T1 
7Top¢vplaLs 1TapfjuL ¢ws £PWTO<;, Soph. Ant. 783f "Epws, os €v p.aAal<a/:s 7TapELaLS vEavLoos 
£wvXE6n s. 
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him sitting) and therefore more fitting than E7T€UTW. But in the follow
ing verse the lack of vividness is better seen. 

The graceful image '1"0'1' iff37Js eXv(Jos a,7T08p'!faVT€S, which is created 
by means of traditional poetic terms,22 has in the other version been 
replaced by the abstract, colorless, and unpoetic words v€6T7JTOS 
cX7TavT1JuaVT€S'. They are almost a prosaic paraphrase. Further, the 
sentence has been transformed to provide a syntactically more 
comprehensible word order. Asklepiades joined the distich by a 
relative pronoun, depending on the object of the participial clause. 
This clause is followed by the enjambement of the vocative €paUTa~ 
7TpwT6f3oAOL, a hint for the following exclamatory clause and as well 
separating it from its proleptic participle. This peculiarly compact, 
interlaced word order is simplified by the author of the «Platonic" 
version. Using the Homeric formula a 8€tAo[23 he begins the verse 
with the vocative. This phrase also sentimentalizes the thought: the 
torturing Eros and the flame turn the lovers to poor pitiable fellows. 
An emotional judgment has replaced an objective statement of 
experience. The end of v. 3 has become free. A pronoun referring to 
Archeanassa, however, was still needed. The author adds this to the 
verse end in the form of the remote pronoun €K€{V7jS', not quite 
fitting in the mouth of a lover who at the very moment "has" Arch
eanassa. And finally the replacement of €pauTal by €K€lV7js trans
formed the epithet into 7TpwTo7TA60v. The vocative has become 
genitive. The Homeric adjective has replaced the rare 7TpwT6f3oAot.24 

A stylistic comparison suggests that the "Platonic" version is of 
lower quality, that all its peculiarities can easily be explained as 
derivative. There is no other explanation for 7T£Kp6s. Furthermore, 
the matter of the epigram indicates quite certainly that the epitaph 
is its original form. As I have remarked above, the mention of the 
pleasures of love which the lovers of the young Archeanassa felt fits 
very well into the pattern of a sepulchral epigram. It is not good taste 
for a lover who a moment before praised himself proudly for posses
sing the old courtesan, an instant later to address his predecessors 
saying that they must have had a far more intensive relationship. 
Such a thought may please Rufinus in the Empire CAP 5.62); but only 

II cf. II.13.484'1jfl'1' Clv8o,; Mimn.l,4D3; Theogn.l069; Pind. Pyth. 4.158; 6.48 'Ij/3aJl apl1TwJI; 
9.110 XPVUOUT€<PaJlOV o~ ot -H/3a, Kap1T6J1 aJl81}uaJIT' a1Toopl.pat ~8€AoJl. 

23 Cf. e.g., II. 11.815. 
24 Cf. Od. 8.34f vfja .•• / 1TPWT61TAOOJl ••• , and for the metaphor of a ship for a courtesan: 

see AP 5.204 (Mel.), a motif perhaps first in Alkaios (Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, p. 195). 
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reluctantly would we burden Plato with such an idea. Nor need we 
note that an ardent love epigram about a courtesan does not suit 
plato, whose indifferent attitude to the female sex has been inferred 
from his dialogues.25 

All this indicates that the erotikon was composed after the epitymbion 
of Asklepiades. So it must have been written by somebody who in a 
tasteless fashion changed the voice of the tomb into a lover's voice 
and who replaced certain words with little appreciation for the 
artistic qualities of the poem. If this epigram could be ascribed to 
Plato, the philosopher was convicted of a love affair with an appar
ently famous courtesan. A malicious public eagerly heard this, and 
apparently this public tolerated also the boldness with which Aris
tippos declared an originally Asklepiadean poem, altered only in a 
few words, to be Platonic. Had the Asklepiadean epigram not been 
preserved by Meleager, it would not be possible to show so clearly 
that the erotikon is falsely ascribed to plato. But on the whole there is 
unfortunately only a small part left of the epigrammatic production 
of the third century. Therefore we must consider it good fortune 
that the Archeanassa epigram reveals the tricky methods which 
Aristippos sanctioned and with which we must always reckon.26 

Because of the existence of the Asklepiadean Archeanassa epigram, 
only very few modern scholars, not least Bowra, believed in the plat
onic origin of the derivative version.27 But the two epigrams about 
Agathon and Alexis are generally considered as decisive proof that 
Aristippos also preserved erotic epigrams composed by Plato himself: 

I 

25 Cf R. Lagerborg, op.cit., 13tI. U. von Wilamowitz, Platon I, 37, regards him in his 
sexual orientation as one in whose life "niemals eine Frau hineinspielt, nicht einmal 
storend." He further observes (p. 49): "DaB das Weib dem Menschen Plato zeitlebens 
fremd geblieben ist, spliren wir liberall." R. B. Levinson, In Defense of Plato (Cambridge 
1953) 114 n.103 criticizes Wilamowitz for this conclusion made "from the dialogues, 
rel ying also upon the elegy on Dion traditionally ascribed to Plato, while neglecting the 
lines addressed to women (Diogenes Laertius III, 31-32)." But Levinson did not realize that 
Wilamowitz was not neglecting those lines, but had reasons to be convinced that they 
were not written by Plato, if. nn. 27 and 47 infra. 

26 Comparable is Ps.-Simon. AP 7.508, composed as an epitaph by an unknown poet after 
Emped. frg. BI D-K7, and slightly altered in the form of a demonstrative epigram attri
buted by Aristippos (D.L. 8.60) to Empedokles. 

27 U. von Wilamowitz, Hellenistische Dichtung II, 116, declared the "Platonic" version to 
be a forgery. 
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II 

N~" '" "A' (;" I ~,I.'" " 28 VV, OT€ fLYJO€V I\€s LS oaov fLOVOV € L'f' OTt KaI\OS, 
l' , ~ ~ > I,/.. 29 

W1TTaL KaL 1TaVTTJ 1TaS TLS €1TtaTp€'f'€TCtL. 
II I I I \, I 1" ,) I 30 
UVfL€, 'TL fLYJVVELS Kvaw OaT€OV; ELT aVLYJaet 

" >" m ~'" > \ I V(JTl:POV' OVX OVTW 'Pawpov a7TWI\l:(Jap,l:V; 

In the Agathon epigram one must because of the following €7Tt 
X€LA€aL translate the participle c/nAwv "kissing." This epigram refers 
to the idea that a kiss rises, so to speak, from inside the soul, which 
wishes to pass over to the beloved. The motif is also to be found, e.g., 
in epigrams of Meleager and Rufinus.31 There it is apparently the 
passionate kiss of love that has such power. So (unlike the Dian 
epigram) it is not possible to relate the Agathon epigram to mere 
spiritual friendship. There is a specifically pederastic coloring. 

The Alexis epigram, too, is very easy to understand in this sense. 
The statement that a certain boy is fair, normally had a clear erotic 
connotation. The habit and its meaning are well known from in
scriptions on Attic vases and from epigrams.32 In the Alexis epigram, 
the lover had said nothing but "" AA€gLS' KaAoS'." Immediately every
body everywhere turned to him. With his words, which revealed a 
special interest in the boy, the €paaT~S has drawn everybody's atten
tion to him; and now there is the danger that they will entice Alexis 
away from him. In just the same way he had earlier lost another 

28 In v. 1 we must construe, as Bergk for the first time recognized, vvv, a'T€ P,'Y/8~v €l1TCX 
aaov p,6vov, a'T£ ·AA€~£, KaA6, , •.• "nunc, ubi nihil dixi nisi pulcher est Alexis, ... " The 
phrase p,'Y/8ev d7Ta aaov p,6vov is a" contamination" of two expressions, sc. p,'Y/Sev €l7Ta (liAAo) ~ 
... or p''Y/S~v d7Ta liAAo, fEZ p,~ ... (= I have said nothing except) and aaov p,6vov d7Ta (= I have 
only said). aaov p,6vov has replaced if or €Z p,~ : "I have said nothing, only." Instead of the 
logical hypotaxis we have an emotionally stressed parataxis. For a similar expression see 
otl8ev aAAo ill' '1i ... at KG 2.285 n.3 and Aesop. 1.1.8f Hausrath, where OU p,aAAov ... 
aaov ... is a contamination of OU p,aAAov •.. '1i ••• and ou 'ToaoV-rov .•. aaov ••• For the elision 
tilr/>' cJ Call. Ep. 32.1; 40.5; 41.1 Pf. 

29 In v. 2 most editors read 7TaaL 7T€PL~M7T€'Ta£ with c, Plan., and Apul.F. Diehl, however, 
reads 7Ta, 'TL, E7T£a'Tp£r/>€'Ta£ with D.L. and Apul. After JJ7T'TaL the latter seems to be better; 
cf Anacr. 98 0 2 OVK£TL fJp'Y/iKl7], <7Ta£So, > E7T£a'Tp£r/>op,aL, AP 12.153,2 (AscI.) £l, €p,' E7T£a'Tp£r/>€'Ta£, 
5.48,6 (Ruf.) ri7, A€VKfj, KaM.p,'Y/' ovSev E7T£a'Tp£r/>op,aL: "Everybody everywhere turns to
wards him, sc. pays him attention." 7Taa£ 7T€PL~M7T€'Ta£ may have been inserted to avoid a 
change of subject. 

so In v. 3 Bergk, Geffcken, and Waltz read &v£~a€t with Apul. F (or Stephanus' &v£~a17)' 
Diehl and Beckby &v£~a€£, with P, Plan. and D.L. The middle Clater you will feel pain") 
is to be preferred to the active ("later you will cause pain"); cf Theogn. 991f· AAAo'T£ 'TO, 
7Taaxwv &v£~a€a" liAAO'T€ S' €pSwV xa£p~a€£,. 

31 See AP 5.14 and 171, Bion, Epit. Ad. 47, Gellius 19.11. 
32 Cf for an extensive collection of the material D. M. Robinson/E. J. Fluck, A Study of 

the Greek Love-Names (Baltimore 1937); and esp. compare AP 12.51 and 130. 
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beloved, Phaidros. But Wilamowitz and Waltz,aa who regard plato 
as the author of the poem, held that here KaAOS was used in the larger 
Platonic sense and that the verses do not refer to the relation between 
a lover and the beloved. According to Waltz the poem expresses the 
affection of a teacher for his pupil, whereas Wilamowitz concluded 
from the text that plato shortly after Socrates' death had set his hope 
on Phaidros, but was disappointed. Wilamowitz explains: H Also 
Phaidros ist da platon und seinem Kreis abspenstig gemacht worden, 
gerade dadurch, daB Platons Interesse fur ihn die Konkurrenten 
neidisch machte, ... ein wertvolles Zeichen dafur, daB platon doch 
schon vor seiner Reise einen Kreis urn sich hatte oder wohl besser 
einem Kreis von Sokratesjungern angehorte." In any case, these 
rather forced interpretations share one trait with the pederastic 
view. Whether we have a relationship between a lover and his 
beloved or between a teacher and his pupil or between two members 
of the Socratic circle after Socrates' death, we must in any case imagine 
Phaidros as a person younger or conceivably contemporary with the 
speaker. This way it is reasonable that Phaidros raised hopes which 
later on were not fulfilled. Thus he could be spoken of as enticed 
away by competing philosophical or rhetorical schools or circles. 
Only thus is it sensible to complain of his loss in the way described by 
Wilamowitz. 

But in Aristippos' opinion the Phaidros who is mentioned here is 
the same person known from Symposion and Phaidros. This identifica
tion has been accepted by everybody who in ancient or modern times 
ascribed this poem to Plato. This Phaidros, however, was born, as 
von Fritz has shown,a4 at the latest in 450 and died at the latest in 
the nineties of the fourth century, perhaps even before 401. That 
means he was about twenty years older than plato and died either 
before Socrates or a few years afterwards at an age of about fifty. 
Plato was about thirty years old at this time. It is evident that this 
Phaidros cannot have been Plato's €PWf-LEJlOS, and it is also unthinkable 
that he was his pupil or that Plato mentioned him at all in this way. 
Try to imagine what Wilamowitz' picture would have been like. It 

83 u. von Wilamowitz, Platen 1.360, Waltz on AP 7.100. 
8& K. von Fritz, RE 19.2. 1555ff, who after discussing the chronology adds: "Das Epigrarnrn 

Platons. in dem ein Phaidros vorkomrnt. ist entweder trotz der Verteidigung durch 
Wilamowitz u.a. unecht. was bei weitern das Wahrscheinlichste ist. oder bezieht sich auf 
einen anderen Phaidros. da die Bezeihung auf den urn 20 Jahre ;ilteren Phaidros nach dem 
Inhalt unrnoglich ist." 
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becomes evident at once how grotesque his hypothesis is. The thirty
year-old plato praises the promising "beauty" of the fifty-year-plus 
Phaidros. The latter, who was almost one generation older, at once 
attracts everyone's attention everywhere. Everyone looks at him and 
alas some clever philosopher or rhetor succeeds in enticing him to his 
own circle, leaving the saddened Plato lonely and unable to continue 
the philosophical education of the "fair" Phaidros. But Death soon 
would have terminated such endeavors. In short, if the epigram really 
was composed by Plato, it is impossible that it refer to the historically 
known Phaidros and to his relationship with Plato. 

The Agathon epigram, which must certainly be understood as 
pederastic, has quite the same problem. Aristippos and his followers 
related this poem to the tragic poet, who makes a speech in Plato's 
Symposion about Eros. Leveque has shown that he was born surely 
"dans les toutes premieres annees de la seconde moitie du Ve siecle," 
preferably 448-7.35 Thus he assuredly was many years older than 
Plato (b. 427). And as it was always the older €paa7"~S and not the 
younger EpWp.£JlOS who composed love-poems, plato cannot have 
composed a love poem about the tragedian Agathon. 

If therefore plato is the author of the two epigrams, they can refer 
neither to an affair between Plato and this Agathon, nor to an affair 
(or any other relationship) between Plato and the "Platonic" Phai
dros. If we take Plato's authorship for granted, there remain only 
two possibilities: either the epigrams do not refer to the individuals 
discussed above or they refer to a relationship with someone other 
than Plato. 

Bowra believes the latter: "It is surely not surprising or improbable 
that Plato, who spent much of his life writing Dialogues with charac
ters drawn from an older generation than his own, should early have 
written poetry about the men who belonged to it. He was fascinated 
by the circle of Socrates and spent his artistic life in recreating it; it 
is perfectly likely that the impulse which made him put it into his 
Dialogues asserted itself earlier in making him write poetry about 
its real or imaginary loves."36 Against this attempt to save the 
authorship for Plato two objections must be made. First, plato 

3, P. Leveque, Agathon (Paris 1955) 28ff. He condemns (p. 53 n.2) the epigram as ''l'reuvre 
d'un faussaire malhabile" written because of Agathon's speech in Symp. and ignoring the 
chronological difficulties involved. 

36 C. M. Bowra, op.cit. 396f; and earlier, J. M. Edmonds, Elegy and Iambus II (London 1931) 
7 n.2. 

2-G.R.B.S. 
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intended with his dialogues not only to depict the circle of Socrates, 
but even more to show the dialectical process of philosophical think
ing. Impressed by the personality of Socrates he created a picture of 
this unique man and gave testimony of the impulses coming from 
him. But he did not seek to fabricate love epigrams for Socrates or for 
men who belonged to his circle. Such epigrams about the real or imag
inary love affairs of the older generation would not have had anything 
to do with the impulse which made him write his Socratic dialogues. 
Secondly, Bowra takes it for granted that erotic epigrams like these 
already existed as a poetic form in the generation before plato or at 
least in his own. This, however, as shown above, is not true. And we 
are not to suppose that plato invented this style of expression to 
recreate the loves of Socrates and his circle. Such a poetic form as the 
erotic epigram is not invented to describe the feelings of others, it ex
presses the feelings of the poets themselves in an artistically new way. 

If plato was the author of the epigrams, there would, therefore, 
remain only one possibility, namely that the two epigrams refer to 
two young men who are not further known and who had by chance 
the same names as the characters in the dialogues, that they had been 
either EpwiLEVOL or pupils of Plato, and that later on Aristippos pre
tended that they were the well-known Phaidros and Agathon. This 
would be a very improbable series of events and we are more 
reluctant to believe it because apart from these «Platonic" epigrams 
there is no indication for the existence of such poems before the 
beginning of the third century. 

Because in the case of the Archeanassa epigram we caught Aris
tippos in the act of falsely attributing an epigram to Plato, there is all 
the more reason to suppose that here too Aristippos attributed two 
epigrams of later origin to the philosopher. The names Agathon and 
Phaidros were not so unusual that they could not have been found 
in two Hellenistic love epigrams as the names of two EPWiLEVOL. These 
names were apparently the principal reason why the epigrams were 
ascribed to plato. For at the very moment, when plato was said to 
be the author, the names naturally were referred to those historical 
persons; and Aristippos had the desired opportunity to publicize 
affairs between Plato and two Athenians who were known from his 
two <Cerotic" dialogues as enthusiastic speakers about Eros. The 
chronological difficulty did not disturb him. Agathon and Phaidros 
existed in his reader's memory as the two young men who had 
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appeared in Symposion and Phaidros. Furthermore, it seems that 
Aristippos referred the name Alexis, which also occurs in the second 
epigram, to the poet of middle comedy, born in 372, when plato was 
55 years old. For Diogenes, in writing &Ma fL~v 'AMg,8os, cpaatv. 
epaafJds Kat Pat8pou, must have had in his mind that poet, from whose 
works he had quoted on the page before certain verses dealing with 
Plato. It was certainly welcome that such a Platonic acquaintance was 
established not only to a tragic, but also to a comic poet. 

We need not believe that the two epigrams were originally com
posed by a forger with the intention to attribute them to plato. If 
such were the case, he probably would have made more specific 
allusions to the dialogues. Moreover, the author of the epigrams was 
surely a far better poet than the bungler who altered the Archeanassa 
epigram. In the case of these epigrams, however, we cannot determine 
whether they were ascribed to Plato after slight alteration or in their 
original form. 

Bowra objected that, Hif the epigrams were written by someone 
else than Plato, it is hard to see why they were not ascribed to him 
under his proper name." This would require the important epi
grammatic production of the Hellenistic age as a whole to have been 
transmitted to us. But in fact our knowledge of this poetry depends 
almost entirely on the selection of the poets and poems which 
Meleager handed down to us in his Stephanos; and this was, as its 
name implies, simply an anthology. Although it is perfectly probable 
that the important position which Asklepiades occupies with his 
erotic epigrams in Meleager corresponds to the actual significance 
which he had as a founder of this genus of poetry, we must assume 
on the other hand that in the first half of the third century in Ionia 
and Alexandria there certainly existed more composers of erotic 
epigrams than Asklepiades, Poseidippos, Hedylos, and Kallimachos. 
By good fortune in the case of the Archeanassa epigram we have both, 
the original and the derivative. But we must not require that the other 
epigrams too, which Aristippos falsely ascribed to Plato, be handed 
down to us under the name of the original author. 

Some scholars have argued, however, that the epigrams are "so 
wunderbar und so intim" that nobody else than Plato himself could 
be the author.37 But such a literary judgment runs the risk of 

37 See J. Geffcken, Griech. Literaturgeschichte II (Heidelberg 1926) 31 n.19 and C. M. Bowra 
loc.cit. 
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overrating our two epigrams while neglecting the virtues of all the 
other epigrammatic production. As for their artistic quality, if we 
look at the style of the epigrams which Meleager has preserved 
from this period, we may easily credit them to a better poet of 
the third century.3S 

But how could readers believe Aristippos, if the «Platonic" epi
grams had simply been taken from collections of other poets? The 
Archeanassa epigram has proven that Aristippos had little integrity. 
If he was able to offer his readers an epigram of the famous Askle
piades slightly altered as Platonic, he may have mismanaged less 
known poets even more unscrupulously. We must also recall that at 
this period many anonymous collections of erotic and sympotic 
epigrams seem to have circulated.39 If in his book Aristippos, referring 
perhaps to «oral tradition," ascribed forged epigrams to plato but 
mingled them with authentic material, he would more easily have 
been believed. His public cared little for accurate biographical data. 
They preferred scandal and sensationalism. Contemporary bio
graphy rarely had interest in serious scholarship. Writers preferred to 
invent stories about the character and the private life of statesmen, 
poets, and philosophers rather than confess that they had found 
nothing. They did not merely resort to arbitrary combinations and 
inventions. Some even approved systematic fiction.40 Once the epi
grams were ascribed to Plato, they are likely soon to have become 
more widely known under his famous name and the true author 
would be forgotten. Later on only a special expert in the epigram
matic poetry of the third century could have detected the attribu
tion. In short the fact that Aristippos (especially in later times) won 
the credulity of many readers ought not to surprise us.41 

88 U. von Wilamowitz, PlatonI, 360 n.l, believed that the similarity between v. 3 of the 
Alexis epigram 8vp.E, -rl JLTJvV£'!; KVULV OU'T€OV; and AP 5.56.7 (Diosc.) &,ua -rl JLTJvVw KVULV oU'T€a; 
was proof of Platonic authorship. But even if Dioskorides had imitated this verse, this fact 
would not necessarily be enough. Dioskorides, who lived in the second half of the third 
century B.C., could very well imitate a phrase from an epigram of ca. 50 years before, 
which he may have known under the name of its real author. 

38 The erotic &8TJ"« of Meleager's Stephanos seem to be taken from such collections. 
'0 Cf F. Leo, Die griech.-rom. Biographie (Leipzig 1901) 102ff, esp. 124, 126. 
U The biography of Plato, however, from which the four preserved vitae are ultimately 

derived, seems to have ignored the epigrams of Aristippos. For according to this biography 
plato composed dithyrambs and tragedies in his youth, but burnt all his poetic works on 
the advice of Socrates (Apul. de Plat. 1.2; D.L. 3.5; Olympiod. p. 384 Westermann; Vito 
Anon. p. 392 Westermann). From this a later invention started which sought to fit the epi
grams of Aristippos into the biography of Plato, saying that he had also composed love 
epigrams at the time when he wrote his tragedies, and it was only these epigrams that he 
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Two further epigrams require consideration, preserved also in 
Aristippos. Their background is the popular custom of throwing the 
beloved an apple as a sign of love :42 

I 

II 

M~\ " QI\\ A..\~ I '\\', I 
'YjI\OV EyW J /"ctl\l\€L JLE 'f'LI\WV aE 'TLS' al\l\ E7TLJJEVaOJJ, 

~ IJ' '\ \ \ 'n 
'!:!'avuL7T7T7)' KctyW Kat av JLapaLVOJLwa. 

The two epigrams articulate what the hurling of the apple already 
expressed without words. The first contains words which a lover 
might say while throwing the apple. The other pretends to be an 
inscription scratched into the apple itself. Here the same idea is 
compressed into a single distich. The point is sharpened. The apple 
symbolizes the girl's youth. It will fade soon as the girl herself. Both 
epigrams reveal sharp antitheses. The contrived word order is 
noteworthy.43 Their common style implies that they have been 
composed as a pair by a single author. Pairs of epigrams varying the 
same theme were a vogue of Hellenistic poetry.44 

did not burn later on. Such a tradition is to be inferred from Cellius 19.11, who, quoting 
the Agathon epigram writes: "celebrantur duo isti Craeci versiculi multorumque doctorum 
hominum memoria dignantur, quod sint lepidissimi et venustissimi brevitatis. Neque adeo 
pauci sunt veteres scriptores, qui quidem eos Platonis esse adfirmant, quibus ille adulescens 
luserit, cum tragoediis quoque eodem tempore faciendis praeluderet." Compare Apuleius, 
Apol. 10: "cuius nulla carmina exstant nisi amoris elegia; nam cetera omnia, credo quod 
tam lepida non erant, igni deussit." 

42 Cf B. O. Foster, "Notes on the Symbolism of the Apple in Classical Antiquity," HSCP 
10 (1899) 39ff, and Cow on Theocr. 5.88. 

4a In the first epigram the two imperatives p,€'TaSos and aKE.pat as well as the two synony
mous participles S€gap,EVYJ and >..a{3ovaa belonging to them are placed at the beginning and 
the end of the verses. In the mono distich we find the apple introducing itself and the 
vocative of Xanthippe set at the beginning of the verses. The important verbs brLv€vaov 
and p,apaLv6/LfJJa containing the request and its reason are found at the end of the verses. 
The personal pronouns occupy the same central part of each verse. 

44 Cf e.g., AP 5.7 and 150 (both Asel.) and for these W. Ludwig, MH 19 (1962) 156ff. In 
our case only in one of the epigrams is there a proper name. That reminds us of pairs of 
Catullan poems where in one poem there is a proper name and a certain theme, in the 
other the same theme, but without a proper name. See e.g., 69, 71; 70, 72; and O. Wein
reich, WS 59 (1941) 73, who postulates this technique also for the Hellenistic age, comparing 
AP 5.56 and 138 (both Diosc.). 
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There is a relevant poem of Asklepiades (AP 5.85) :'5 
m ,~ ()' \" , ,\, <fA ~ 
'P€LOTl Trap €JlLT)S' KaL TL TrIl€OJl; ov yap €S LoT)JI 

"() -, ., \.J... , , , 
Ell OVU EVPT)UELS TOJI 't'LIl€OJl7'a, KOpT); 

, Y -, \ \ 1T.' ~ '~"A' 
EJI ,=,WOLUL Ta TEp7TJIa Ta .n.V7TPLOOS· £JI ° XEpOJl7'£ 

" \ ~, ()' '() OUT€a Kat UTrOOLT), Trap EVE, KELUOJLE a. 

This poem, too, is concerned with courting. The form is simpler. The 
vivid background of the apple is gone, the playful fiction of an in
scription scratched into it, and the sudden point. Further, the style is 
on the whole plainer. Asklepiades shows no influence from the pair 
of "Platonic" epigrams. His simpler form is more easily earlier and he 
may have had simple popular models: e.g., OU Xpry TrOAA' ;X€LV (}VT)TOJI 

C},JI(}pWTrOJl, aAA' €pav / Ka~ KaTEu(}tEW' UU OE KapTa CPEtOTl.'6 On the other 
hand the "Platonic" pair does not require immediate dependence on 
the poem of Asklepiades. Because of its artistically more developed 
form, however, it is surely probable that it was rather composed after 
Asklepiades than one hundred years before him. In the love story of 
Akontios and Kydippe Kallimachos also used the possibilities offered 
by an inscription on an apple and made of it an even more efficacious 
point. 

The second, decisive reason, why Plato must be denied authorship 
is again the person involved: Xanthippe. Here Diogenes does not 
explain why Aristippos quoted the epigram. But according to the 
habit of Aristippos it too must be considered quoted as proof for 
another affair of the philosopher. Xanthippe was not an extremely 
rare name. But when it appears with the names Agathon and Phai
dros, we are led to identify it with the famous Xanthippe, the wife of 
Socrates. To implicate plato in a love affair with a maiden, later to 
become the wife of his teacher, must have been the trump card of 
Aristippos. Of course, if plato had actually written this epigram, the 
name would refer to an otherwise unknown girl named Xanthippe, 
but such a coincidence is at best improbable (cf Agathon and Phai
dros). Rather we must assume that Aristippos here too attributed an 
already extant epigram to plato because of the proper name in it." 

'5 Cf Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 187f. 
'tl PMG Carm. Conv. 913; cf Theogn. 1299ff. 
'7 In this case U. von Wilamowitz, Hellenistische Dichtung I, 131 n.1, assumes that the 

Xanthippe epigram was maliciously ascribed to Plato. J. Geffcken and J. M. Edmonds 
defend the authenticiry. 
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Again, the actual author of the pair need not be blamed; he wanted 
only to provide two variations on a single theme, casting an apple, 
and coincidentally used this name in it. Together with the mono
distich, which contained the desired name, Aristippos seems to have 
included also the companion epigram. Here also is a hint that Aris
tippos found both epigrams in the same collection. 

Now there remain only the erotic epigram to Aster and its com
memorative pendant: 

I 

'A I '8 ~ , \ ""8 I UTEpaS €tua PEtS. aUT7Jp E/J.OS· EL E YEVOtft7JV 
, I • \ \ ~ JI ,\ Q\ I 48 

ovpavos. WS 7TOI\J\OLS oftftautV €tS UE J-'I\E7TW. 

II 

'A \ \ \"\ , 'r ~ • ~ UT7JP 7TpLV ftEV El\aft7TES EVL ,:>WOLUL E<tJOS' 

~ <:" 8 ' \' " , .1...8 I VVV OE avwv l\aft7TEtS EU7TEPOS EV 'f' tftEVOLS. 

Aristippos, approved by Diogenes, concluded from the words aUTEpas 

Elua8pEts that plato shared astronomical interests with the youthful 
Aster: (c/>7JULV) aVTov 'Au'rEpoS ftEtpaKlov TtVOS aUTpoAoYEtV uvvaUKOV

,.L€VOV Jpau8fjvat. Wilamowitz was intimidated. A romantic biography 
resulted: "Das zeigt uns den Lehrer, der von der Schonheit des 
SchUlers ergriffen wird; sie sind bei astronomischen Studien und 
betrachten den Himmel. Der SchUler ist ganz bei der Sache: mit 
Begeisterung, mit Liebe schaut er zum Himmel empor, dessen 
Wunder ihm der Lehrer eben erschlossen hat. Die schone Seele ist 
fur die Schonheit der Wissenschaft gewonnen; aber eben darum hat 
der SchUler jetzt keinen Seitenblick fur den Lehrer-der so gern 
die Augen auf sich gerichtet sahe, die nun dem Himmel in seine 
taus end Stern augen blicken."49 One wonders. 'AuTEpas Elua8pEts 

means only that the beloved looks up to the stars at night, scarcely a 
unique situation. All else is fiction reverting to Aristippos, who seeks 
irresponsibly to force biography from a text which by itself is not 
relevant. 

48 U. von Wilamowitz, Platon I, 452, n.1 conjectured 8, .. . {JM7T££ because of the "tr 
viality" of the tradition. Our interpretation will show that w, ... {3M7TW is not trivial at alL A 
w,-clause in any case may be defended by such parallels as: AP 5.84 (An.) /JcPpa /-,£ ••• xaplO'[} , 
15.35 (Theoph.), 12.142 (Rhian.) w, (lv ••. {JefAw, 190 (Strat.), Anacreont. 22 07TWS •• • {JMrrns p,€. 

48 U. von Wilamowitz, op. cit. 452f. 
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Further interpretation of the first epigram must start from two 
parallel Attic scolia, dating perhaps from the fifth century:50 

I 

Elf1€. Avpa KaA~ y€vot/-,T]v EA€cpavTtV'Y], 
, \ \ ~e:- ..J.. ' Ll I , , 

Kat I-'€ KallOt 7TatO€S 'f'€POL€V LovvaLOV €S XopOV. 

II 

E "O' " \ \ , I I t a1TVpov KallOV Y€VOL/-'T]V /-,€ya xpvaLOV, 
I \\ \,1.. I 0 \ 0 I I KaL I-'€ KallT] yVV'Y] 'f'0POLT] Ka apov €/-,€V'Y] voov. 

In the Anthologia Palatina the same motif is to be found in two anony
mous erotic epigrams, also parallel :51 

I 

E "O' " , \ ~, ~" , , \ L av€/-,os Y€VO/-,T]V, av OE OT] aT€txovaa 7Tap avyas 
'f} I I I \ 'f3 aTT] €a yv/-,vwaaLS Kat /-'€ 7TV€OVTa Ila OtS. 

II 

E "O • Ie:- I • I ..J.. "..J.. \ L € POOOV Y€VO/-'T]V V7T07TOP'f'VPOV, o'f'pa I-'€ x€paw 
, I I 'f} I 

apaa/-,€V'Y] XapLay} aTT] €at XLOV€OLS. 

Compared with the older scolia these monodistichs show a refined 
form of the metamorphosis motif. The poet who there wanted to be 
a beautiful ivory lyre or a large and beautiful vessel of gold, here 
chose a rose or the wind. Precious, splendid, concrete objects have 
been replaced by light, tender, perishable, even fleeting things. The 
poems are no longer generic. The one addressed is specifically the 
beloved. The desire has become more expressly sensual. Details are 
more vividly conceived. The monodistichs still elude exact dating. 
That they are Hellenistic is clear.52 

If we compare the Aster epigram with the two monodistichs, we 
realize that the artistic form again has been further refined. Here the 
situation that produced the desire is described first: "You are looking 
up to the stars." Psychologically the desire is more spiritual. "I want 
to be next to her" has become "I want to see him." A quite new point 
is added to the epigram by the use of aaT~p, here the petname, not, 

50 PMG, Carm. Conv. 900,901. 
51 AP 5.83, 84. 

52 Cf also Theocr. 3.1zff arnE yO'otp.av / Ii f3op.f3Evaa p.€)uaaa Kai €r; TEOV aVTpov {KotlLav; 
AP 12.142, 4ff (Rhian.) dr]V Kat KlXATJ Kai K6auvt/Jor;, W. av EKdvov / €v XEpi Kai t/JfJomv Kai 'YAVKV 
8&KPV f3&AW. 
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as Aristippos and Diogenes believed, a proper name. The word occurs 
surely as a proper name. But we miss the full sense of the epigram 
if we understand &aT~p thus. A fair man could already be compared 
by Homer with a star,53 and Euripides employed this word meta
phorically for the young Hippolytos.54 Here the beloved is the «star" 
of his lover. Horace would have approved.55 Now this "star" on the 
earth looks up to the stars of the sky. The lover then desires to be the 
sky. That implies first that he desires to be looked at.56 The £.Os-clause 
gives mxpa 7rpOaOOKLcxv another reason: "that I may look at you with 
many eyes." Just as for instance the sun is called ofLfLcx cxifJ€pOS,57 the 
moon Ea7r€pcxs ocfo()CXA-fLos,58 the stars here are called the eyes of the 
sky58a. The lover wants to have eyes as countless as the sky to see 
nothing but the beauty of his «star."59 If the lover has become the 
sky, the beloved and his lover will regard each other, each of them 
being the «star" of the other. Undoubtedly this poem is the most 
beautiful and poetically most sophisticated among all variations of 
the old motif. 

That Aristippos took the metaphorical aaT~p naively as a proper 
name confirms the second monodistich. The adjective E%s must be 
taken with aaT~p.60 "As the star of the morning you formerly shone 
among the living." This means "you were the fairest of all."61 It was 
also a popular idea, occurring in Aristophanes, that one who died 
became a star in the heavens, and a later sepulchral epigram refers 
to the transformation of the deceased into the divine evening star.62 

It was known that the morning and the evening star were the same, 

53 Cf II. 5.5 arydp' o1J"wptv0 ~va>.tYKwv, OaT€ /l-aAtaTa I Aa/l-1J"pOV 7Ta/l-r/>alvIlat AEAOU/l-€VOS 
'QKwvoio; 6.401 aAlYKtOS aar'pt KaA0. 

54 Bur. Hipp. 1122 r/>aV€pWTaTOv aaT'p' 'AO~vas; AP 7.1.8 (Ale. Mess.) Movaawv aaT'pa Kai 
XaptTwv. 

55 Cf Hor. Carm. 3.9.21 sidere pulchrior ille. 
56 The same desire occurs in Anacreont. 22.5f Ey<1 S' ~a01J"TpOV €'tT)V, I 07TW<; a€i {3A'7TIJ<; /l-€. 
57 Ar. Nub. 285; similar expressions in tragedies e.g., Soph. Trach. 102, Bur. IT 194; cf 

Secund. Sent. 5 ovpavws or/>lJaA/l-o<; and L. Malten, Die Sprache des menschlichen Antlitzes im 
frilhen Griechentum (Berlin 1961) 39ff. 

58 Pind. 01. 3.20 (as interpreted by Farnell following Paley); cf A. Sept. 390 VVKTOS or/>OaA
/l-OS; Eur. Phoen. 543; Ar. Th. 39. 

58a Cf Bur. Her. 406 and Wilamowitz (II.101), Ion 1078; Kritias frg. B. 25.33 O-K7 aaT€
PW7TOV ovpavov S'/l-as; L. Malten, op.cit. 43. 

59 For a similar situation ~f Pind. frg. 87 S (156 T) and Fraenkel on A. Ag. 365 (II. 192). 
60 Cf Eur. frg. 999 N2 €00<; -ryvlx' l1J"7TOTT)<; ~~€AaJ4€V aaT~p. For EV ~wo'iat cf AP 5.85.3 (AscI.), 

Theocr. 4.42. 
61 Cf the simile in Pind. Isthm. 4.23f av£ynp0/l-€va XpWTa Aa/l-1J"£t, 'Aoar/>6po<; OaT/To<; w<; 

cxarpot<; EV ((>'>'Ot<;. 
61 Cf Ar. Pax 832; IG XII.7.123 cited by Nilsson, Griech. Religion II, 474 n.4. 
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and playing with their identity is a recurring motif in Hellenistic 
poetry.63 Thus in the "Platonic" epigram for the departed beloved 
we find the playful conceit that he, now shining as the evening star 
among the dead, had remained the fairest of all stars. In beauty he 
remained always the same, the star of Aphrodite. 

This epigram was not a real epitaph, otherwise the conventional 
information about the dead would have been included. It is a com
memorative epigram that might be applied to any fair beloved. 
Now one might suppose that after the death of his beloved the 
composer of the first epigram employed again the image of the star, 
recalling the epigram in which he had compared his beloved to a star. 
Platonic authorship thus defended would neglect the fact that the 
artistic form clearly belongs to the Hellenistic age. A Hellenistic 
combination of an erotic and a funeral epigram is easily explicable 
not from a biographical background, but by the common technique of 
varying a certain theme. The two epigrams seem to be variations of 
the theme "the star as a metaphor for the beloved." In the first this 
theme is connected with the old motif of metamorphosis desired by 
the lover, in the second with the idea of the deceased becoming a star 
and with the identity of the morning and evening star. That the same 
theme is treated first in the form of an erotic, next in the form of a 
funeral epigram is characteristic for just this period. For now verse 
inscriptions and sympotic and erotic poems in one or few distichs 
were regarded as equally belonging to the same genus of E7TLypap.
f-LaTa.64 The technique of varying a theme reminds us also of the pair 
of epigrams that we have investigated above, where casting an apple 
was treated in two variations. The artistic interest in the star as a 
metaphor resembles in some respects the way in which the apple 
was used as a symbol. Moreover, both pairs show stylistic similarity: 
there are noteworthy antithetic and parallel structures between the 
hexameter and the pentameter. For such reasons it is more probable 
that the Aster epigrams were also falsely attributed to Plato (perhaps 
Aristippos had chosen them out of the same collection as the apple 
epigrams), than that we accept the Aster epigram as the sole erotic 
epigram which we have from Plato.65 

ea Cf. R. Pfeiffer on Call. frg. 291; RE 7.1251ff; Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 186. 
8( See supra p. 61. Reitzenstein, ibid. 91, has demonstrated that AP 12.135, a sympotic 

short elegy of Asklepiades, is the model for AP 5.199, a dedicatory epigram of Hedylos, 
equally designed for recitation at a symposium. 

66 V. Pisani, "Su un Epigramma attribuito a Platone," Paideia 6 (1951) 297ff, believes the 
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In summary we may say: Among all the epigrams which Aristippos 
ascribed to Plato, with all probability only the Dion epigram was 
composed by plato himself. This one is also the only one which, if 
Plato is not its real author, because of its matter must have been 
written with intent to deceive. All the other poems were originally 
composed without reference to Plato-probably in the first half of 
the third century. Later, occasionally in slightly altered form, they 
were attributed to Plato by Aristippos. 

A final suggestion is tentatively submitted, at first glance perhaps 
daring. We have seen that Aristippos quoted the epigrams to convict 
Plato of affairs with historically known contemporaries. Only the 
Aster epigrams are apparently an exception. Did Aristippos here 
merely intend to show that Plato had affairs with pupils in the 
Academy? Or was there perhaps an historical Aster, to whom Aris
tippos might wish to relate Plato? In Greek history only one promi
nent person was named Aster. He was that man who in 354 B.C., when 
Philip II besieged Methone, allegedly shot out an eye of the king with 
his arrow and was executed for his deed after the town had been 
conquered. The importance of the incident is apparent. The wound 
might easily have been fatal. The story therefore was often repeated 
by later historians, who embellished the event with the trappings of 
an anecdote.66 Would it be possible that by the Aster epigrams 
Aristippos intended to implicate Plato with the near regicide? The 
text of Diogenes CAur'pos p,ELpaK{ov TLVOS aurpo>"0YE'iv avvauKovp,'VOv) 

seems at first to disprove it. But we must recall that Diogenes repro
duced the text of Aristippos shortened and with omissions. For 

second Aster epigram to be Platonic, the first either composed by Aristippos or falsely 
ascribed by him to Plato. He asserts: "il val ore dei due epigrammi differisce di molto: 
menrre il secondo conriene una effie ace immagine elegantemente espressa nella opposi
zione dei due versi, il primo e frigido nella concezione e povero nella esecuzione: ne mi 
sentirei, gia per motivi estetici, di attribuirli a uno stesso autore." The aesthetical con
demnation of the first epigram which Pisani dogmatically provides requires no further 
refutation than what has been said above. The style of the epigrams does not separate 
them but rather shows that they are a pair. Pisani next holds that Plato composed the 
second Aster epigram to commemorate Ion of Chios. The "evidence" is the ephemeral 
and witty passage in Ar. Pax 832ff where the playwright-alluding to the common 
notion that the dead become stars-quips that Ion (recently deceased) has become the 
Morning star because he had composed in his lifetime a famous ode to it (see PMG 745). 
Plato took the joke from a play produced when he was 5 and skilfully twisted it to refer 
to Ion already shining as the Morning Star in his lifetime. Neither the assumed origin of 
the poem nor the sense that results have the slightest probability. 

66 See Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit II2 (Leipzig 1886) 31; Kaerst, RE 2.1780; Jacoby 
on FGrHist 76 F 36 (Duris). 
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Aristippos the epigrams were only the beginning of his arguments. 
Diogenes never reveals why Aristippos quoted the Xanthippe epigram. 
Perhaps he cited the statement that plato together with Aster studied 
astronomy, while omitting Aristippos' further explanations. fLELpaKLov 

TL sufficed Diogenes. But we must not for this reason deny that Aris
tippos could have written that this Aster later wounded Philip. 

If we accept this suggestion-it is no more than that-all the 
epigrams quoted by Aristippos show a tendency to establish Plato's 
love affairs with particular historical persons. They clearly divide 
into three groups. Two epigrams connect Plato with the world of 
literature. He loved the poet of tragedies, Agathon, the poet of 
comedies, Alexis, and the rhetor and companion of Socrates, Phaidros. 
Three epigrams establish relations between him and a woman, the 
old courtesan, Archeanassa, and the young Xanthippe, scandalously 
the later wife of his teacher. Finally, three epigrams show his relations 
to Dion and Aster, two figures of the political and military world. 
They distinguished themselves in different ways fighting against 
tyrannical rulers. They both died early an unnatural death. There
upon Plato honored them with two epitaphs. Thus the identification 
of Aster with the notorious archer would fit extremely well into 
Aristippos' ccLeporello's catalogue" of Plato's Don Juan adventures. 

But whether we accept this last suggestion or not, in either case in 
the light of the discussion above Plato's name must be expunged 
from the history of the erotic epigram. 
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